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Trend: Client and designer
relationships

By Aiveen Daly
Founder, Aiveen Daly

Aiveen Daly was born in Cork, Ireland. She originally took a Bachelor of Business Studies and Russian
degree at Trinity College in Dublin. She has lived in Moscow, St Petersburg and Sydney before moving to
London in 1998. Aiveen operates an upholstery and design business from her atelier in North West
London. Here she and her highly skilled artisans offers re-upholstery services and creates bespoke
pieces of furniture. She has also opened this summer an inviting showroom to showcase her made-toorder collection, which is simply brimming with inspiration. Aiveen Daly talks about the client and
designer relationship in an interior design process.

W

e work with a diverse
collection of clients
from interior designers,
architects, retail designers and
private clients, so every
‘client/designer’ relationship
differs from the next. I am a very
visual person so before I get
started I love to see the rest of the
scheme. Not only does this help
me to get an understanding of
who the end user is so that I can
imagine them living, relaxing or
entertaining in a space, but also
because I simply love seeing the
different designs that my clients
are working on as it's so
inspirational for me personally.
I always ask clients to
provide me with as much
background information as
possible. I’m particularly
interested in the colours, textures

Above: Stiletto Chairs in Showroom
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Above: The Aiveen Daly showroom
and materials used, so for
example, whether metal features
or stone and are the finishes
natural or glossy and high tech.
Every level of detail is important
so that I can ensure my pieces
complement and enhance the
existing scheme.
Designers sometimes assume
you’re familiar with the rest of the
scheme as they are living and
breathing it themselves every
day, so it’s good to gather as
much knowledge as possible.
I like to understand what
kind of people the end clients
are. Whether their style of living
is relaxed and focused on
luxurious comfort or maybe
they’re flamboyant entertainers
and their interior needs to reflect
that. Knowing the environment is
key – is it country style or
opulent and glam, or perhaps a
ski lodge or a summer house with
an elegant pool. I like to imagine
the clients living in the space – I
have to picture it in my head
before I can get to work.

What I would say is that we
don’t necessarily need a formal
brief to get going. Inspiration
from clients can come from all
manner of sources, it could be a
simple photograph that triggers
the process. For example, we
have worked on projects where a
picture of an Yves Saint Laurent
blouse is the starting point for a
detail on a chair or a vintage
Lanvin wedding dress becomes
an upholstered leather door.
When you work in such a
creative and fast-paced industry
we try to be as nimble as
possible.
The path to design success…
We spend a lot of time with
interior designers discussing
techniques, proposing ideas and
helping to come up with
suggestions. We want to help
make their life easier and we’ll
always have several samples out
on loan to interior designers. It’s
important the end client can feel
and touch the upholstery as it’s

hard for someone who is not in
the industry to visualise details
solely from a picture.
Bespoke commissions
require tight management on our
part to make sure we stay true to
the client’s wishes. Generally
once we’ve discussed the project
we’ll do some drawings for the
client to sign off and will often do
small sample boards of the detail
so the client can see and touch.
The client is involved as much or
as little as they want. They’re
always welcome to come to the
workshop and see work in
progress or if they prefer we can
send them regular updates and
images.
It’s particularly useful for
clients to come to our showroom
where they can see a range of
upholstery techniques from
pleating and studding to specialist
stitch work, embroidery and
beading. We have sofas, chairs,
cushions and headboards on
display as well as numerous
sample boards of details. It’s a
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great way to get the ball rolling in
terms of seeing what the client
likes or dislikes. It also enables
them to see the quality of the
work and craftsmanship first
hand and get inspiration from the
pieces and materials we have on
show. However, most days you’ll
find me out and about with my
massive Samsonite suitcase full of
samples visiting clients directly
and showing them ideas.
Establishing a little bit of
chemistry early on will also help
the process as sometimes you do
have to second guess the client’s
taste. There’s often a bit of mind
reading and prediction involved,
so understanding the initial brief
is key in order to feel confident in
proposing something that you
know the client will like. We
always want the client to be
thrilled with the results - these are
statement pieces of furniture so
we want them to fall in love with
them instantly and treasure them
for a very long time.
Trust is key…
The best compliment I can
receive is when a client says ‘we
trust you Aiveen - you do it the
way you think is right’. This is
happening more as clients get to
know us better. A lot of clients
start with small commissions such
as a cushion or a dressing table
chair and they then graduate to
full schemes to include
headboards, walls, doors,
cushions, throws and lampshades.
We have worked with some
clients now since the company
began such as Maria Speake
from Retrouvius who uses
luxurious natural fabrics such as
hand woven hessian style silks
and buys a lot of unusual
antiques for us to reupholster.
We have also worked with
Candy & Candy, Katharine
Pooley and Intarya for many
years and the breadth of things

they are commissioning through
us has expanded hugely. This is
all based on growing trust and I
hope, their confidence in us to
deliver.
The designers we work with
are so incredibly busy and over
stretched that we do our best to
lighten their load. We take
responsibility for the commissions
and try to make it as easy as
possible for them in every way
we can. This requires us to be
flexible and to work with them as
partners to deliver something
truly exquisite.
Being adaptable helps build
relationships
Whilst I have a clear style for my
own Aiveen Daly collections, I

like nothing more than getting
stuck into a unique project where
we can experiment with a whole
manner of styles and techniques.
Projects on the go at the moment
include a ski chalet in
Switzerland where the client
wanted to use natural materials
but not the usual leather so we
are working with an
extraordinary family company in
Italy that do all of the feather
work for Alexander McQueen,
Prada, Balenciaga etc. to do
amazing hand dyed feather
panels that we will incorporate
into walling and cushions in coral
pinks and golds.
www.aiveendaly.com

Above: Oliver Burns Interiors, Living Room
setting featuring Swathe Stiletto Chairs
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